
Senior Cloud Engineer / Site Reliability Engineer
Full-time (Linz, Austria)

Starting now!

Your territory
As part of our innovative Software Development team
you will:

Shape the infrastructure that supports hundreds of
thousands pet lovers around the world!
Migrate our existing dedicated servers docker swarm
cluster to AWS
Implement infrastructure automation using AWS CDK
Run, optimize and monitor our production infrastructure
Identify and solve complex problems of our system
infrastructure
Optimize our existing services in respect to availability
Maintain infrastructure of our databases
Ensure the security of our customers' data
Refine and improve our Continuous Delivery Pipeline
Stay up to date with state-of-the-art technologies
Bring in your ideas and improvements to actively
contribute to the company's success. You will never hear
"…because we always did it like that" again
Continuously develop yourself personally and
professionally. You will take ownership of areas that
strengthen your potential and you will be able to attend
workshops to learn new skills according to your
experience and interests

 
Your profile
Key requirements:

Minimum 5 years of experience with Amazon AWS and
infrastructure automation (e.g. AWS CDK, AWS
Cloudformation, ...)
Minimum 5 years of experience with container
orchestration (e.g Docker, Kubernetes)
Practical experience with some of the following
technologies: Elasticsearch, MongoDB Cluster,
Continuous Integration, Jenkins, Git
Experience in software development (ideally with Kotlin,
Java, Ruby) is a plus
Very good English skills

Does this sound like you? 

Well organized security mindset who is able to prioritize
tasks
Passionate about the automation of infrastructure
Pragmatic and looking for cost-effective solutions
The desire to improve existing structures
Willing to come and work with our fantastic team in
Austria

So you know what to expect: For this position we offer a competitive overpayment based on qualifications and experiences. The
annual gross salary starts at € 55,000 on a full-time basis.

https://tractive.com/eu_en/hr/jobs

